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To my husband, Jim, who has supported my writing career !om the day we met

18 years ago. He has been my rock through crazy writing binges, through my

complaints about the changing state of publishing, and through the many times I

am away !om home retreating at the beach, presenting workshops, attending

conferences, or just talking on the phone with a writer who needs a little extra

encouragement.



Chapter One

DEFINITIONS

Whenever you are entering a new world, it is important that you
understand what the typical words used (often called jargon) mean in
that world. In this book we are talking about distribution in both print
and ebook and how to get discovered among the millions of books out
there. So let’s start with some definitions that we will be using
throughout the chapters of the book.

Discoverability – This is the “buzzword” of the past five years. It
refers to how a book is found (discovered) by a reader. In 2016,
according to Bowker, nearly a million new titles were published. And
that is probably low, because Bowker can only track the books that
have an associated ISBN. For authors who publish only in ebook,
many do not have an ISBN because most ebook vendors don’t require
them. This is your competition with each new book coming out. In
addition, you are competing with all the books available that have
come out before.

Before becoming “visible,” however, as obvious as it might seem, a
book has to be found. That is what “discoverability” tries to address.
That process is one that both big NY publishers and small Indie



publishers have not yet cracked. But you will learn some techniques for
enhancing your books chance for being discovered.

Distribution – The Distributor acts as the link between publisher
and retailer or consumer in cases where the publisher does not want to
be involved in shipping books and collecting money from readers. The
distributor receives orders from retailers or consumers, ships books,
and handles all the money. This is normally done on a commission
basis. Amazon is a distributor. Amazon takes your self-published book
(You are the publisher) and through an agreement with you makes it
available via all of their outlets. For this service they charge you a

percentage of your sales ranging from 30% to 65%. When you get a
70% royalty from Amazon, then Amazon is taking a 30% commission.
When you get a 35% royalty from Amazon (because of pricing or not
being in Select), then Amazon is taking a 65% commission. The same
goes for other distributors: Kobo, Apple, B&N, Google, etc.

For print books, the two big distributors for Indies are Createspace
and Ingram. Again, each distributor takes a chunk of money from you.
In the case of Createspace, their commission is 40% on your print-0n-
demand (POD) book. In the case of Ingram, their commission is 35%
on POD. Print-on-demand has been a life saver for Indies because you
don’t have to put any money upfront to make sure your books are avail-
able in print. If you want to do print runs for mass market, like major
publishers do, then you must pay a printer up front for your books and
there is usually a minimum order required (e.g., 500 or 1,000 books).

A distributor usually handles books from several publishers. Large
national publishers may do their own distribution, or own a separate
distribution company. The publisher (You) is still responsible for
marketing the book, that is, creating a demand for it through advertis-
ing, promotion, author tours, etc. The distributor merely fills the
orders.

Metadata – The dictionary definition of this is “data about data.” For
our purposes metadata is any piece of information about you, your
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book, your writing work. It begins with a collection of attributes—
ISBN, title, author, copyright year, price, subject category, etc.  This
title-level metadata started with library catalogs. But beyond that it is
your book description, your character descriptions, your blogs, your
Facebook posts, your tweets—in other words every piece of informa-
tion you make publicly available is now metadata.

Producer (Book Producer) - A book producer handles any or all
aspects of putting a book together and getting it printed (and some
times distributed). This includes editing, cover design, typesetting,
image preparation, digital page composition, obtaining printer quotes,
and working with the printer. Some Book Producers also handle the
uploading of your finished books to various distributors.

Usually the publisher (You) performs these functions, but there are
companies (Book Baby is one such legitimate company) that produce
books for indie publishers on a contract basis. This may be small press
publishers as well as self-publishers. The important thing to remember
is that the producer is really a contractor. The producer does not own
the books or the copyright. You, as the publisher, are paying for a
contracted producer to provide this service for you. After your book is
produced, printed or loaded to distributors, it is still up to the
publisher (YOU) to handle the marketing and receive all income from
sales.

Book producers work in two different payment schemes: 1) You pay
for everything up front (this usually ranges from $500-$1,500 per book;
or 2) You pay some fee up front and, if the producer loaded the book
to distributors for you, the producer then takes a commission from
every sale. This means that if that producer loads your book to
Amazon for you, and that book would normally get a 70% royalty.
Then you will likely only get 55% because the producer will take their
15% out before paying you what is owed.

Publisher - The publisher is the person, organization, or company
that finances the book and controls the editing, designing, printing,
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and marketing of it. The publisher is the risk taker and owns the phys-
ical and digital books. When you self-publish YOU are the

publisher—not Amazon, Not Kobo, Not B&N or Apple. They are all
distributors. You are the publisher.

If you are paying for the production and printing of your book, you
are the publisher. Anyone else involved, regardless of what they refer
to themselves as, is merely a contractor. Cover designers, editors,
formatters, etc. are all contractors.

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) – Search Engine Optimiza-
tion is the process of making your book, your brand, your name more
visible whenever someone does an organic search. Every business
wants to be in the top rankings. They want their website or product to
turn up on the first page of search results on Google or other search
engines.

SEO involves a number of adjustments to the HTML of individual
Web pages to achieve a high search ranking. First, the title of the page
must include relevant information about the page. Then there are ways
to enhance that description with what is called META tags. These are
special HTML codes that can really distinguish your site or product
from the rest of the pile. The META tags that most search engines
read for books are the description, keywords, and categories. You don’t
have to know HTML to create metadata. Every time you fill out a
form at a distributor or create a blog or post something to the web,
you are creating metadata and HTML coding is being done behind the
scenes. Even if you don’t know how to do this HTML tagging yourself,
you need to understand the purpose of it. Every distributor uses these
tags in order to best feature all products on their site and to get higher
in search rankings.

Keywords – Keywords are words or phrases that describe content.
They can be used as metadata to describe images, text documents, and
Web pages. A user may "tag" pictures or text files with keywords that
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are relevant to their content. Later on, these files may be searched
using keywords, which can make finding files much easier.

The role of keywords in searches has been greatly reduced, though
they are still important. Search engines could crawl sites and, if the
keywords were accurate, serve those sites up as search results.
However, people began abusing the keyword metadata in an attempt to
show up higher in searches, and even to rank in completely unrelated
searches. For this reason, keywords are no longer a primary factor in
SEO. There is a combination of factors that make a difference in rank-
ings in order to try to keep out the “marketing” abusers.
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Chapter Two

THE IMPORTANCE OF PRICING COMPETITIVELY WITHIN
YOUR DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

I struggled with whether to begin with Pricing or Distribution. I
decided that Pricing would go first because you will need to have estab-
lished your price when you load your book to any distributor. A good
understanding of pricing strategies is critical to the indie author in
order to be competitive in todays market.

The first thing to realize about pricing is that there is absolutely no
way you can price your book at the real value you perceive it is worth.
If you took a year to write your book—even at minimum wage—it may
mean that you’ve invested the equivalent of about $8,000 of your time
(this is assuming you worked on it 20 hours per week at $8.00 per
hour). Then if you add to that costs of getting a professional cover,
paying for editing, or other contracted services, it can easily be
$10,000. How do you come up with a price that reflects all that work?

The answer is, you can’t. Whatever price you might think your
book is worth (e.g., maybe $9-$10 per copy), it is likely no one will pay
for it. Pricing is one of the important pieces that can draw people to
give you a chance or immediately turn them away.

A mistake that many authors make—both with print and ebook
pricing—is trying to match the pricing that big, traditional publishers
are using. The reality is you can’t afford to compete with big publish-



ers. First, is you can’t afford the upfront costs. Second, you can’t afford
the potential losses if you price too high or too low.

On the print size, publishers are doing print runs in the thousands
in order to keep the cost down and still make a good profit. Big
publishers can afford to price a mass market book at $5.99 because
they did a print run of 25,000 books that cost them $50,000. It is
likely that the typical POD novel costs between $3.00 and $4.00 to
the indie author. That is before any commissions taken by distributors
(e.g., Create Space taking 40% of retail). You simply can’t get your
book to that price.

On the ebook side, publishers often price ebooks at a rate equiva-
lent to mass market ($5.99-$9.99) depending on the popularity of the
author. They do this because they prefer that readers buy print books.
They are trying to dissuade readers from choosing ebooks. Again, most
authors can’t afford to price their books like this because they are not
popular enough to command that pricing. They are competing with
average prices of $2.99-$4.99.

For most authors, print pricing tends to be dictated by the cost of
the book to the author and the distribution fees and commissions.
Using the calclators provided by both Amazon and Ingram, you can
quickly see that to make even a modest profit, requires most indie
novels to be sold in the $12-$18 range. It may be possible to get a
novella down to the $8-$9 range.

The price for ebooks, on the other hand, is significantly more
varied. Unlike printing costs, delivering a digital file is close to free for
distributors. So, the indie author only needs to take into consideration
the commissions charged by the distributor.

The one exception to this is Amazon. Amazon does charge a
“delivery fee” for every book based on the size of the file. The
minimum charge is one cent. Though it varies from country to coun-
try, the charge is approximately 15 cents per megabyte. The typical
novel, all words with no images except the cover, costs about five
cents. If you use images (logos, header images, special divider images)
then costs go up and can typically average around 15 cents per book.

However, nonfiction books—particularly if they have a lot of
images, charts, tables—can cost as much as $1.00 depending on the
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size of the file. Some of this can be alleviated with better formatting
and compressing image files.

Assuming the delivery costs are minimal across multiple vendors,
how does an author decide what is a fair price for an ebook? Some
authors set prices based on the length of the book. For example, a
10,000 word title might be 99 cents, a novella (15K-40K) might be
$2.99, and novels are from $3.99 to $6.99. The problem with this is
that it is not the value YOU perceive is correct. Instead it is the value
your READER believes is accurate.

Readers tend to value books based on certain factors:

1. Do they already know and love you? If they are already
hooked on your books or a series, they are likely to pay
more for the next book. If they don’t know you, they are
unlikely to even give you a try unless they perceive your
book as a bargain.

2. How does your price compare to the majority of
books similar to yours? There are certain genres that
average higher in price than others. For example, romance
books tend to be in the $2.99 to $3.99 range unless the
author is a bestseller. This means, even if you have a 90K
book, you probably can’t compete above $3.99. On the
other hand a thriller may be able to command $4.99 just
because thriller readers see that value. Even with $4.99
being the average, there are still a lot of bestselling thriller
authors who price their books at $3.99.

3. Is the book a bestseller and everyone is talking about
it? If you are fortunate enough to have a book that already
has a lot of buzz, then you can command higher prices.
Most indie authors—particularly those with only a couple of
books out—are not in this fortunate circumstance yet.
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Strategies for Determining Price
First, you have to determine your goal with a particular title. Are

you looking to get more readers or more sales? If you are like me you
want both. However, the pricing strategies differ depending on your
answer and on where you are in your career.

If you want more sales, you have to evaluate if you can sell six times
more books at 99 cents than at $6.99. Certainly, priced at $6.99 each
book yields you more profit. However, if very few readers choose to
pay that price, it doesn’t get you more money in the end. On the other
hand, a lot more people MAY take a chance at a new author whose
book is only 99 cents. But, to make the some money you need to sell a
lot more books—engage a lot more readers. For new or unknown
authors, a lower price may help draw in new readers.

If you determined that your goal was to focus on getting more
readers, and not worrying as much about making money, then the
priority should be getting the price as low as possible. Remember,
whatever the price it is not set in stone. One of the techniques used by
indie authors is to change price (or have discounts) from time to time
in order to get more exposure. If you can get a burst of sales at the
lower price, it ups your sales rank for the category. That automatically
means it is getting shown to potential customers more often. Then you
can return to the “normal” price again and ride that sales rank for a
while.

What is a good middle ground? Where to start experimenting
with price.

Initial book pricing is discussed in a good amount of detail in the
Secrets Every Author Should Know: Indie Publishing Basics book. So, I’m
going to summarize the key points in this section.

The best place to start is to evaluate the competition. What genre
is your book? How many readers are in that genre? Where is the book
being sold—country, store/vendor, time of year your book is released.

When it comes to determining a price, you really need to think of
your book as a widget. For example, a house in New York City costs
more than the same house in Gary, Indiana. That house is also listed
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for more in the spring and summer when more people want to move
than it is in the winter. A little black, shift dress by Chanel (a name
brand designer) costs significantly more than a dress that looks exactly
the same made by Susie’s Home Sewing. How does your book compare
to top sellers? What is the same and different?

Too often authors look at the top sellers in their genre and think:
“My book is just as good, if not better, than that one.” It may be true;
but that doesn’t mean a reader will pay you the same price for your
book that they pay for the name brand author. A brand name author
comes with a known experience expectation. An unknown author has
no guarantees and, in fact, is often compared to any other unknown
author the reader tried in the past. If the reader has tried unknown
authors and had a good experience, she may be more likely to give you
a try. If the experience was bad, she is more likely to pass up your book
unless something (like price) makes the attempt less costly. This is why
free and 99 cents are so popular. A reader thinks: “It’s only 99 cents. If
it’s a bad book, I’m not out much money.”

When a reader sees your book, her first concern is what will be the
experience of reading that book. If it is a fiction book, will the experi-
ence match my reader cookies—expectations for characters, emotion,
adventure, fright or feel good moments? If it is a nonfiction book, will
I learn something I don’t already know that makes my time
worthwhile?

Go to a few vendor sites (Amazon is one of the easiest to navigate)
and search for bestsellers in your genre. Make a list of what is alike and
different between those books and your own. If you have books already
out there, you can make the assumption that your new book will do as
well as past books. If this is your first book, assume that your book will
do as well as the average one book author. Here is an example of one
of my lists for a recent fiction book release.
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Taking into account all of the above, I doubt I can price at $4.99 and
pull in enough money. The question is whether I should price at $2.99
or $3.99. I decide to do $3.99 because my book is longer, it is further
along in a series that has a decent following, and the majority of
authors in the genre price full length novels at either $2.99 or $3.99 if
they aren’t bestsellers.

The good news is the price is not set in stone. You can change it at
any time. Just make sure that when you change your price, you have
good reason to do so (e.g., special marketing) or data gathered over a
significant period of time suggests a different price.

NOTE: a few days or a couple weeks is NOT a significant period of time. It

takes a new title a minimum of 4-6 weeks to get the metadata for searches and

ranking populated to a" the vendors and start building a history of views, clicks,

and sales.
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Now that I’ve been self-publishing since 2011, I’ve built a basic pricing
scheme I use when first launching a book.

Longer short stories – between 4,000 and 8,500 words are priced at
99 cents. I don’t put up stories shorter than 4K. These rarely sell but
having placed a value on them it works to my advantage when bundling
into a collection.

Novelettes – 8,500-15,000 words are also priced at 99 cents. Some
better known authors may push these to $1.99 or $2.99 but I haven’t
found those higher prices work for me.

Novellas – 15,000-40,000 words are $2.99. This is a popular length in
several genres (romance, mystery, horror) and with the combination of
downward pricing pressure and more readers looking for short works,
the $2.99 price point seems fair.

Novels – 40,000 to 90,000 words are $3.99. Some authors break this
into short novels (40-65K) and long novels (70-100K) with the longer
novels at $4.99. I haven’t found that novel length makes a difference in
pricing. It makes a difference in expectation based on genre norms
(e.g., historical novels tend to be longer than contemporary novels),
but not necessarily on the reader’s view of pricing value.

Having these basic rules of pricing for my fiction work makes it much
easier for me to know what I’m going to do each time. Of course, as
the publishing landscape changes my pricing may change. I look at my
entire inventory about every six months and re-evaluate prices based
on my goals and what the market will bear for that year. I also flex
pricing for specific marketing goals (e.g., first book in series discounted
to draw reader in).
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Flex Pricing Based on Your Genre and Market
The publishing landscape changes from year to year. In the last

two years (2015 and 2016) there has been more downward pressure on
pricing than there were in previous years (2011-2014). Part of this is
due to the increased competition from some big, traditional
publishers who are trying different pricing strategies now instead of
automatically pricing mass market and ebooks the same. Another
part of downward pricing pressure is simply the competition for
discoverability among millions of books. If you have not changed your
ebook price for a couple of years and sales are not doing well,
consider re-evaluating what that price should be based on today’s
market.

All books are a product. If you look at products in any other retail
store, you know that prices never remain static. There are always sales,
discounts, and price reductions. In addition, the same product may be
priced differently in different stores depending on its location and
customer demographic.

Retail pricing is fluid and flexible, and in the case of ebooks, it is
very easy to change the selling price and experiment with a range of
prices and pricing strategies, which may help to increase your visibility
and thus your sales. Also consider that book pricing in another country
may be very different than pricing in the U.S.

Five Ebook Pricing Strategies to Consider When Trou-
bleshooting a Sales Problem

1. Increase your price. This may sound odd if you are struggling with
sales. However, a higher price can create a perception that your book is
a better product. Because of the plethora of books available for free or
at 99 cents, a number of readers have built a perception that those are
less polished books or not as good as traditional books.

Try increasing your price by a dollar. Watch it for two or three
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months and see if it makes a difference. Sales at a higher price will
increase your ranking much faster than sales at 99 cents.

2. Price differently for different countries. Expectations within a
country may differ significantly from the U.S. Most distributors auto-
matically translate pricing to current currency exchange rates.
However, that doesn’t necessarily mean you should leave it at the
converted price. For example, some researchers have found that the
sweet spot for U.S. fiction ebook sales is between $2.99 and $4.99.
However, in the U.K. ebook buyers are far more reluctant to buy
ebooks priced over £1.99 (approximately $2.70 US) prior to VAT being
added. So, if your book is priced at $3.99 in the U.S. the translated
number for the UK is £3.04, significantly higher than the £1.99
threshold.

On the other hand in some European countries, the perception is if
the book is less than the equivalent of $3.99 that it is a trash book—
not worth taking the time to try. Do the same research on book
pricing in other countries before assuming your translated U.S. price
will result in similar sales.

3. Make the first book in a series very inexpensive. If you have
published a series, consider pricing the first book in the series at 99
cents to hook new readers, and then set each subsequent title in steps
of $1.00 more up to $3.99 or $4.99 (depending on genre) for the latest
title in the series. Many authors with series price the most recent
release high and then lower the previous book’s pricing.

Of course, this also depends on the number of books you put out
every year. If you are putting out a new book every month in a series,
then lowering the price for the previous month’s book may not make
sense. There is still significant chance’s that when your new release
comes out, new readers will go back and read the previous books.
However, if you are only putting out one book a year in a series, it may
make sense to lower the pricing for the previous year’s release.
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4. Always make sure you have a paperback book available (even if

you never sell one). Amazon always shows all versions of a book on
the page. At Amazon it is particularly striking because Amazon shows
the print book price with a slash through it in comparison to the
significantly lower ebook price. It makes it look like a discount or
special sale price. So, why not take advantage of that and make all your
ebooks look like a bigger discount?

Note: Some books don’t make sense to have a paperback copy created
(e.g., short stories or short non-fiction books under 50 pages).
However, I always make a print on demand (POD) version of any book
over 75 pages. I’ll often pad out shorter works with a preview of the
first chapters of a related book to at least make enough pages for a
spine big enough to have the book name and author printed (that takes
a minimum of 125 pages).

5. Increase the price before your free ebook days. If you have
decided to be exclusive to Amazon, using KDP Select, then consider
increasing your price for a couple weeks before doing your five free
days. Set your price to $3.99 or $4.99 to make your free ebook offering
look like a bigger discount. Amazon will show the previous price of the
book when it goes free. But you need some time on the market with at
least one sale at that increased price.

TIP: This can also work in reverse for you. If you have a book at a
discount, say 99 cents, that generated a lot of sales, it will retain your
new higher ranking when changing the price. Consider, when you first
put it back to normal pricing consider going a dollar higher than your
previous normal price (e.g., $4.99 instead of $3.99) for a month. You
may be pleasantly surprised at the result.
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However, aising the price past the norm ONLY works if you had a
significant number of downloads at the lower 99 cent price (e.g., 200+).

Summary

Don’t be afraid to experiment with pricing. However, you also need to
give it time, particularly if you are just starting out with your first book
or your second or third book. Once you’ve set a “normal” price, you
need to leave it there for at least one to two months to see how it
works.

Far too many authors want immediate results and if the book hasn’t
started selling significantly at $2.99 they immediately drop it to 99
cents which changes the algorithm for ranking and provides not only
less money overall but less percentage of price paid (35% instead of
70%). Dropping below $2.99 should be done carefully and with a good
plan for capitalizing on that discount to make it worthwhile.

There are many factors that go into discoverability. Pricing is only
one of them. Before making a quick change, be sure to check on the
other parts of your book packaging. Reread the section on “Why
Books Don’t Sell” in the Secrets Every Author Should Know: Indie

Publishing Basics book.
Also be sure to check out the section on pricing as it relates to

launches and ongoing marketing in the book Secrets to Effective Market-
ing: It’s More Than “Buy My Book”.
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